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Abstract
Identification of Humans uniquely is given paramount importance in the contemporary world. It is evident in applications of all fields so
as to ensure secure and accurate transactions. Out of many approaches biometric approach became a dependable mechanism for this
purpose. Face is one of the biometrics that plays vital role in recognizing humans across the globe. Many approaches came into existence
for face recognition. In this paper we proposed a generic framework known as GFRecog that is extendable to support future methods of
face recognition as well. We propose a methodology for face recognition using Gabor wavelets by extracting significant features from
training dataset and perform matching operation with the given input image. Projection of face images onto a feature space that reflects
diversity of face images is considered an efficient approach. Our approach works with faces that are captured under different lighting
conditions, expression and pose. We built a prototype application using MATLAB with a benchmark dataset to demonstrate the proof of
concept. The empirical results revealed that the accuracy of the proposed face recognition method is significantly high.
Keywords: Face, significant feature set, face recognition, similarity, generic framework

1. Introduction
Face recognition is one of the important features that are widely
used in different applications. The rationale behind this is that face
is one of the biometrics that provides unique identity to people
across the globe. There are many applications that are based on
face recognition. It can be used in applications like Human
Computer Interaction (HCI), telecommunications, security and
surveillance. The faces of humans vary from person to person.
Therefore, it is important to use it for recognizing humans. There
are many ways in which features of an image are extracted. The
features are used to find similarity and recognize faces. There are
many ways in which features can be extracted and face can be
recognized. There are many challenges in face recognition. They
are related to varying lighting conditions, pose conditions and
expression conditions. There are local extraction methods and
global extraction methods. There are many methods. For instance,
holistic image based methods,
local feature extraction
methods and hybrid methods that combine both local feature
extraction and holistic approaches.
Principal component analysis is one of the methods used.
Generally face recognition is done with two phases. They are
known as training phase and testing phase. In the training phase, a
classification model is built in order to have knowledge that can
be used in order to recognise faces. When pose, illumination and
expression are different it is not easy to have accurate face
recognition. In this paper, we proposed a method that takes care of
face recognition under varying expression conditions, pose
conditions and lighting conditions. Gabor wavelets are used in this
paper in order to recognize faces. The remainder of the paper is
structured as follows. The remainder of the paper is structured as

follows. Section II reviews literature on face recognition
techniques and their applications. Section III presents the
proposed face recognition approach. Section IV presents
experimental results. Section V concludes the paper besides
providing recommendations for future work.

2. Related Works
This section provides review of works related to face recognition.
[1] proposed two techniques for face recognition. They are known
as Wash-Hadamard Transform (WHT) and facial feature
extraction. They found that their proposed algorithm was to
provide very close results with respect to face recognition. [2]
proposed a face recognition system based on neural networks and
image processing. They used DCT and Self-Organizing Map
(SOM) for achieving this. They made experiments in MATLAB in
order to evaluate their face recognition system. [3] proposed a
method for face recognition. They named it as face recognition
based on Sparse Representation based classification (SRC). It is
the concept which is in the generalized form of nearest feature
subspace and nearest neighbour. They tested it using Yale B and
AR datasets collected from UCI machine learning repository. [4]
focussed on Human Computer Interaction (HCI). They explored
gesture recognition with different phases such as recognition,
tracking, and detection.
[5] proposed a face recognition approach that is based on finding
local geometrical signatures. Their method was found
computationally efficient face recognition. They also used Support
Vector Machine (SVM) as part of face recognition system. They
achieved very high verification rates. [6] a condition based
algorithm for face recognition. It is known as Locally-Constrained
Collaborative Representation (LCCR). This approach works in
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collaborative fashion with local features taken in constrained way.
It is able to improve robustness and discrimination in recognition.
[7] followed different approach for face recognition. They used
similarity metric learning for the purpose. It was an unconstrained
face verification based on learning metrics for similarity. [8]
focused on automatic face recognition system. They employed
face recognition for another technique known as automatic facial
makeup detection. They also used adaptive pre-processing scheme
for improving accuracy of face recognition.
[9] explored various face recognition techniques available. They
covered both datasets available and the methodologies used on the
datasets for face recognition. They found many challenges in face
recognition due to the invariants and various light conditions. In
the same fashion, [10] made a review of different applications
where face recognition techniques are used. They focused on both
common methods of face recognition and applications that are
useful in the real world. There was another survey on face
recognition from [11]. They explored different face recognition
methods and compared them in terms of memory usage, speed,
computational overhead and accuracy in face recognition. [12]
proposed a novel alignment based approach for face recognition.
They used different datasets available in the real world for
evaluating their work. [13] used two techniques for face
recognition. They are known as PSO-based feature selection and
transform domain feature extraction. These two techniques are
combined in order to have better results in the accuracy of
recognition.
[14] also combined two techniques for performing face
recognition. They are known as discrete wavelet transform and
Zernike moments. Their algorithm is known as near infrared face
recognition algorithm. They achieve less computational cost when
compared with online face recognition systems. [15] focused on
the purpose of domain-specific development of face memory. The
reason behind this is that the memory based approach is used to
have face perception.
[16] proposed a face recognition system which is pose invariant.
They employed techniques like Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) and ANFIS. Their system was working with high
recognition ratio with neuro-fuzzy analysis. [17] focused on singe
image based face recognition. They used filters like sobel and
Gabor besides local ternary patterns. They used algorithms like
local ternary pattern (LTP) and Principal Component Analysis
(PCA). When compared with original LBP their approach was
performing better. [18] focused on enhancing face recognition
using PCA and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). DWT is used
to extract
facial features and then recognition is done with the help of
features.
[19] proposed a robust face recognition method that is based on
multi-subregion based correlation filter bank (MS-CFB). This
method exploits the benefits of local-based and global-based
feature extraction methods for robust face recognition. [20]
focused on the concept of general-purpose face recognition. They
proposed a framework known as OpenFace which is used to
recognize faces and used as part of mobile applications. These
applications made use of library of faces in order to evaluate face
recognition. In this paper we proposed a new face recognition
approach that is capable of recognition of faces with different
pose, light and expression conditions. The proposed technique is
based on Gabor wavelet.

3. Proposed Methodology for Face Recognition
We proposed a methodology used for face recognition. The
database contains both training and testing datasets. Gabor filter is
used to have analysis on the part of face recognition. The feature
extraction is used to extract features on the given input image and
the features of training dataset are compared for similarity. The
rationale behind this is that the features and their similarity can
help in accurately recognizing faces. The comparison module is
responsible to have similarity and make a decision. Recognize
face is the process of recognizing face.

Figure 1: Methodology for face recognition

Gabor wavelets are widely used for obtaining features of images
that can be used in order to find useful results. For instance, it can
be used to recognize faces. In other words, it is used for pattern
recognition. Wavelets on the other hand are also known for
distortion tolerant features. Wavelets are found to be very
appropriate in order to find facial frequencies. Gabor wavelets also
have features that are identical. The notion of Gabor feature bank
is used to extract features from given face image. Gabor filter is
able to get native features from face image. Moreover, a twodimensional Gabor filter is considered as Gaussian function which
is shown in Eq. (1).
(Z)=

[

-

]

(1)

where
is orientation and scale of Gabor kernels. Z=(x,y),||.||
denotes norm factor. Then the wave vector is computed as in Eq.
(2).

=
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=
represents the spacing factor
between kernels in frequency domain. The Gabor kernel is
computed as shown in Eq. (3).
(Z)=A(Z)*

(Z)

(3)

Z=(x,y) and * operator denotes convolution operator.

4. Datasets Used
Two datasets are used for making experiments. The datasets are
collected in such a way that they are
captured in various lighting conditions, pose and expression
conditions.
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Figure 2: Dataset 1

This is the dataset containing a human with different expressions, poses and the images are captured in different lighting conditions.

Figure 3: Dataset 2

This is the dataset containing a human with different expressions,
poses and the images are captured in different lighting conditions.
These two datasets are used for empirical study. There are training
and testing phases in the proposed methodology. In the training
phase a model is built for knowledge while testing phase is meant
for actual face recognition.

5. Faces Recognized Results
The results of face recognition revealed that the proposed system
is working accurately. The results of four sets of experiments are
presented in Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7.
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Figure 4: True positive results of experiment 1

Figure 5: True positive results of experiment 2

Figure 6: True positive results of experiment 3

Figure 7: True positive results of experiment 4

The result of four experiments revealed that the face recognition is
done successfully with different pose and expression conditions.

6. Performance Evaluation
The experiments are also done with YCRBR, HSV, GRAY and
NTSC. The results of evaluation of the proposed approach are
presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Shows classification results of different methods
Method
YCRBR
HSV
GRAY
NTSC
Classification Percentage
68
65
50
85

As sown in Table 1, it is evident that, the classification percentage
is high with NTSC. The lease one is when GREY approach is
used. The results are presented with respect to classification
percentage.
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As presented in Figure 8, it is clear that the performance of
classification different with different approaches. The face
recognition in this paper is done with the proposed methodology
that proved to be effective. The results revealed that it can be used
in real time applications. The biometric face recognition is widely
used in the real world which can be used to ensure that humans are
accurately identified.
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Performance Evaluation
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Figure 8: Shows classification performance with different methods

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we studied various face recognition methods. We
found in the literature that there are many face recognition
approaches. However, face recognition under varying pose, light
and expression condition is found to be an open problem to be
addressed. In this paper we proposed a methodology for face
recognition. Our methodology is based on Gabor filter and
wavelet transform. In other words Gabor wavelets are used to
have feature extraction and finding similarity between faces. The
training dataset is used to have feature extraction. These features
are then compared with the testing dataset in order to recognize
face. We built a prototype application using MATLAB. The
application is user-friendly and provides different options to have
interactive verification of face recognition. It also throws light into
different methods as presented in the evaluation of this paper. In
future we focus on using a hybrid approach for more effective face
recognition application.
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